Should Major Companies Have It All?
How The Public Can Thwart Major Car Companies by Utilizing
Government Auto Auction
Whether or not the economy is simply stabilizing or improving, the general mood
of the public is still cautious. How the public feel about major companies are still
well away from friendly. In the United States, cars are vital for transportation.
The motor vehicle industry continues to stand its ground. The question is, will
the consumers let themselves be dictated by big vehicle companies or will they
start looking for smart alternatives?
As money has tightened and economy situation is still uncertain, enterprising
companies have been looking for alternatives. Some companies find themselves
in government auto auctions. The auction is a venue for government to sell
vehicles in its possession at cost, or sometimes below cost, due to practical
reasons as well as federal policy. Sources of these vehicles vary, some come from
the governmental fleet, others are repossessed vehicles resulting from various
cases handled by government agencies. These auctions, however, have been the
protected source of revenue of the big car companies and until recently have been
accessible only to a very small number of citizens.
GovtAuction.us, a government auto auction site, has accessed rights to provide its
members with information regarding schedule, venue, catalogue and other
related items which are needed for bidding preparation and attendance.
Cliff from Fort Worth, Texas said of GovtAuction.us, "I didn't think it was
possible to buy a reliable car for under $500. WOW! I own my car for the same
price as other people's monthly payment," He bought a 2002 Hyundai Elantra for
$475.
Chris from El Cajon, California said, " Many thanks to your team at
GovtAuction.us. Your information was current and very helpful. Keep up the
good work you guys!" He bought a 2002 Ford Expedition EB for $8,000, a
vehicle normally sold at $18,944.
Frank of Buffalo, New York bought a 2003 VW Passat for $9.050. " I was looking
for a car through AutoTrader, but decided to join GovtAuction.us and I bought
my new car and saved over $8700."
Amanda from Portland, Oregon bought a 1999 BMW 528 Wagon at $4,765, one
that is normally sold for $13,950. "Truly amazing service...I didn't think I would
be able to purchase a car at first but I found a great deal at one of the auctions
you provided."

In this time of money crunches and every man for themselves philosophies,
consumers need to be smart and utilize all resources available to find bargains
and stay financially afloat. Buying a car at a government auto auction is the only
way to go. It is also the way to have a say in the market monopolization and the
dictated message of the major companies.
GovtAuction.us is a government auto auction site offering up to the minute
information and services to potential bidders looking to make a purchase or more
in automotive auctions conducted by the government. It provides its members
with database of information to prepare bidders in preparation and attendance of
the auto auction. Membership costs a one time fee.

